REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION

Board Meeting Date: 07/26/2022
Requester’s Name: Mark Kellogg

Consent Agenda

✔

Title: IT Technical Services Manager
Department: Information Technology

Timed
Time Required: 10 min
Item for Consideration

Board Action Requested:
1. Commissioner Kaczmarek, when approving 2 trips to Cisco Live for myself and Jason Banick, asked for me to report back to the
Board on the trip upon return.
2. Presentation of Hard Hat Award.

Select which Value Stream the request primarily aligns with:
Develops County Infrastructure

Briefly describe how the request aligns with the selected value stream.
The trip was of specific value as it was a chance for continued education as we both can return with a better understanding and
renewed commitment of the assets recently purchased for the new Training, Justice and Government Centers while we look to move
forward with the next projects of upgrading the Law Enforcement Center (LEC), Highway and Public Works buildings.

Describe the impact on staffing resources.
Energized and sense of renewed focus for attending staff, and optimism and excitement to share with staff that could not attend this
year.

Describe the impact on financial resources.
Since the conference was attended using acquired learning credits obtained from Cisco and its partners, the only cost was travel and
hotel (est. less than $4k for both staff to attend.)

Background/Justification:
Cisco Systems has been a valued partner of Wright County for many years. They supply Wright County the technology and software
to not only connect employee workstations to the resources they need to deliver great service to our citizens and resources external
to Wright County, but to keep the systems safe from eternal entities or threats. Cisco along with other hardware and software
vendors are the backbone of our network and require regular maintenance and occasional upgrading or updates.
Attending the Cisco Live Conference helps connect Wright County staff to what is happening with this technology and what to look
for in the short and long term so Wright County can plan for the future. The Conference also allowed Wright County staff to connect
with other like-minded people from all over the world to communicate struggles or solutions to issues that are common problems or
challenges as we search for solutions.

Has the request been reviewed by the Attorney’s Office? N/A
Risk Management? N/A
Number of original documents requiring signature 0

